
 
Grade 6 Weekly Calendar 

Week of 10/2/2017 
(Schedule is subject to change.) 

 

 ELA Geography Math Science 

Monday  (10/2/2017) “A Poison Tree” 
By:  William Blake 
Focus Area:  Plot, Tone, and Mood 
 
HW:  Grammar -  
Simple and Compound Subjects and 
Predicates  
Week 5, Day 1 

HW:study for vocabulary quiz 
on Thursday 
-Video 
-Weathering vs. Erosion 
Compare and Contrast 
-Sort examples of weathering 
and erosion 
-Quick write: How does 
weathering and Erosion 
impact humans? 

     Compare & Order 
          (place value) 
               6.NS 
 
ASSIGNMENT 16.1 
 

Binder Check - Test Grade! 
 
 
Phases of the moon association 
triangle and video (sun, moon, earth) 
 
HW - Study for gravity quiz 

Tuesday  (10/3/2017) Writing Task:  Compare and Contrast 
the tone and mood of “Summertime 
Sharing” and “A Poison Tree” 
 
HW:  Grammar - Week 5, Day 2 
 

Time Zones 
-Groups figure out what 
happens to time as you move 
East to West and share 
explanations. 
-Power-Point presentation of 
time zones and a 10 question 
follow-up worksheet 

REVIEW: order of 
operations, place 
value(expanded,round 
compare,and order) 
               6,NS 
 
ASSIGNMENT 17.1 

Gravity Quiz! 
 
Phases of the moon - penny/quarter 
activity; moon pops 
 
 
HW - Phases of the moon reading 
comprehension 

Wednesday  (10/4/2017) Writing Task:  Compare and Contrast 
the tone and mood of “Summertime 
Sharing” and “A Poison Tree” 
Continued... 
 
HW:  Grammar - Week 5, Day 3 

Earthquakes and Volcanoes 
-Chromebooks: Webquest 
(navigate National 
Geographic website while 
answering questions about 
earthquakes and volcanoes) 

         *QUIZ 4.1* 
*see above content) 
             6,NS 

Phases of the moon model (draw, 
label, describe) using text resources. 
 
HW - Eclipse Article (Read and 
Take Notes) 

***Grade Detail Reports!*** 

Thursday  (10/5/2017) Analyzing Shorter Poems 
 
“When It Is Snowing”  
By:  Siv Cedering 
“Poppies” 
By:  Roy Scheele 
Four Haiku 
By:  J. Patrick Lewis 
HW:  Grammar -  Week 5, Day 4 

Quiz: Vocabulary matching 
Atlus exploration: 
-table of contents 
-different types of maps 
-graphs 
-charts 
Work in groups 

       Introduction to: 
      Expressions and  
           Equations 
               6,EE 
  
         Expressions 
               6,EE 
 
ASSIGNMENT 18.1 

Eclipses - Video and questions for 
consideration -  
 
Compare/contrast solar and lunar 
eclipses 
 
HW - Moon phases and eclipse 
vocabulary cards 

Friday  (10/6/2017) 
Term One Progress 

Reports!! 
No School Monday! 

Analyzing Shorter Poems, 
Continued… 
 
HW:  None!  Have a great LONG 
weekend! 

Atlus exploration continued 
Review answers together as 
a class 

       EQUATIONS  
        ( one step ) 
              6,EE 
ASSIGNMENT 19.1 

Eclipses - Simulations and drawings 
 
Demonstrate through models a solar 
and lunar eclipse including the umbra 
and penumbra.  
HW - None 
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